High resolution solid-state image sensors are strongly required for many imaging systems. 
authors successfully developed a Swing CCD to realize double resolution enhancement by using a CCD chip shifting operation6)-8). Though a swing operation using an incident image shifting instead of the CCD chip shifting is able to give the same resolution enhancement effect9", the swing CCD has advantages in that a double resolution improvement is achieved without degradations of dynamic range and sensitivity, and without efforts to increase the CCD pixel density.
Previously, we analyzed the swing operation rather
broadly. Here, we analyze the Modulation Transfer Function (MTF) for higher resolution swing operation in details. Also, by introducing an aliasing rate, we show a quantitative evaluation of the aliasing phenomena. Additionally, a suitable operation condition for higher resolution Swing CCD is proposed by using the analytical results.
Swing Operation Principle
In a CCD image sensor, pixels are periodically arranged in two dimensions. Each pixel has a photosensing area defining an aperture shape. As shown in Fig. 1 , a pixel pattern function g(x, y) is written as a convolution of a pixel sampling function s(x, y) with a pixel aperture function f(x, y)11) 
where n and m are integers, px and py are pixel pitches in x-and y-directions, respectively. G(u, v), S (u, v) and F (u, v) show Fourier transforms of g(x, y), s(x, y) and f (x, y), respectively. G(u, v) is given as follows (4) where lit and v are special frequencies in x-and ydirections, respectively. It can be seen that the Fourier transform of the convolution is simply given by the product of the individual transforms of s(x, y) and f(x, y). This is an extremely useful result because the analytical studying of individual s(x, y) and f(x , y) leads to understandings of the resolution of the image sensor. Here, S(u, v) shows a rectangular reciprocal lattice pattern. A range of the reproducible image exists in the first Brillouin zone. The boundary of the zone means a Nyquist frequency, that is a resolution limit .
The Nyquist frequencies Fnx and Fny in x-and y-directions are given by
When u and v are rewritten to the normalized frequencies u*(=u/Fnx) and v/Fny), respectively. An MTF (Modulation Transfer Function) is given by sinc function12) : (7) where, we put aperture ratios in x-and y-directions into 
The pixel sensitivity shape through the field time also become trapezoid because the shapes of both ways are the same. Therefore, the sensitivity at the flat portion through the two way is a double of that of the one way moving 2Q/Px. The sensitivity shape function f(x) is
shown by a convolution of rectangular functions13) (10) When an aliasing difference exists between these two successive field images, a field flicker appears occasionally in a fine pattern image or in an image of an object with abrupt edge having high frequency components.
The swing operation with the wobbling overlaps pixel sensitivities between two field times, and reduces successively the field flicker in reproduced pictures. respectively, an overlapping condition of pixel sensitivities of the two fields is described by a similar expression for each wobbling operation :
(triangular). A ratio of the aliasing rates for the triangular and the rectangular wobbling, T(u*), is obtained from Eqs. (13), (17) and (20) 
